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Abstract
Many air pollution events are occasionally difficult to explain.Whilemostmonitoring-based air
pollution assessment studies deal with surface analysis, the near-surface elevated pollutants are
challenging. The lack of data and understanding of those elevated layers, leaves us ‘blind’ andwith no
cluewhere, when and how intensively these pollutantsmay hit the surface. Here, this challenge at the
specific domain ofMt. Carmel is addressed. The atmospheric numericalmodels RAMS andHYPACT
were employed onHaifa Bay in the EasternMediterraneanwith nested horizontal grids down to
0.5 km, in order to resolve thefine-scale flow, along an air pollution episodewhich serves as a case
study. Sixteen locations were determined, representingmonitored and non-monitored sites in the
complex terrain sub-domains. Results showmulti-inversion profiles, which are consistent with an
earlier observational study over the region. Concentration differences up to an order ofmagnitude
between adjacent sites (∼2 km)were found, often associatedwith near-zero surface values, while some
simulated peaks were at elevations of 100–400mabove ground level (AGL). The current event offers a
view on the near-surface elevated layers, and points at limitations of ground-levelmonitoring as an
indicator of air pollution. This study highlights the importance of near-surface pollution, which is
often an unknown source for surface pollution.Overall, steep vertical gradient of pollution as shown
here is associatedwith a combination of deep inversion (ormulti-inversion profile), vertical
circulation due to topography or synopticflow, and small scale circulation induced by the complex
topography. Sincemonitoring of the elevated layers is limited by the technology, it is suggested that
high resolution advancedmodels should be used for further exploration of the near-surface pollution.

1. Introduction

Air pollution episodes strongly dependon synoptic to local scalemeteorological conditions (e.g., Kallos et al1993,
Astitha et al 2008,Matthaios et al2017), andmayoccur either in the vicinity of emission sources or farther away.
Most pollutants that are emitted into the boundary layer remain anddispersewithin it, andmayoccasionally be
caught and accumulated under a strong or long-lived inversion layer (Stull 1988,Kotroni et al 1999).However,
somepollutantsmay be emitted above the capping inversion and/or be transported to higher layerswhere they
may accumulate andpersist, especially in coastal areaswhere diurnalmesoscale circulation dominates (e.g.,
Soriano et al2001). Coastalmesoscale recirculation of sea-land breezemay also cause accumulationof air
pollutants due toplumes returnflow, aswas found at the IsraeliMediterranean coast byAlper-Siman-Tov et al
(1997) andLevy et al (2009). Simulatedmountainous coastlineflowsuggest that sea breeze and topographic forcing
produce amore intense circulationwhen combined (e.g.,Mahrer andPielke 1977, Perez-Landa et al2007). Such
circulations couldbe suggested as anothermechanism for a buildupofhigh concentrations in some locations.
Slopeflows and convergence zones in complex terrainmay also induce significant vertical and circular transport of
pollutants (e.g., Lang et al2015,Wagner et al2015). Reuten et al (2004)observed slopeflow in the convective
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boundary layer (CBL), and their calculatedmass transport suggested a closed slope-flowcirculationwithin the
CBL, inwhich air pollutantsmaybe trapped.

Atmosphericmodeling over complex terrain requires adequate resolution in order to represent a realistic
and accurateflow. Studies of air pollution in regions of complex terrain achieved improved accuracy andwere
able to better explain localflow and pollution dispersionwhen high resolution (1–4 km)models were employed
(e.g., Grell et al 2000, Jazcilevich et al 2003, Schmitz 2005, Ritter et al 2013, Valverde et al 2016). High resolution
modeling allows effective and realistic comparison between simulation results and local groundmonitoring sites
within the study domain (e.g., Perez-Landa et al 2007, Balanzino andTrini Castelli 2018), which is also
important for an efficientmodel validation. In this study the numerical atmosphericmodels RAMS and
HYPACTwere employedwith high resolution (0.5 km) to resolve spatial and temporal patterns in the fine-scale
complex domain ofHaifa, addressing the pollution dispersionwithin the near-surface elevated layers. TheHaifa
region in northern Israel is characterized by a complex terrain on theMediterranean coast (figure 1). Previous air
pollution studies over theHaifa basin addressed health effects (Goren et al 1990, Paz et al 2009, Eitan et al 2010),
identification and analysis of pollutants (Mamane andMehler 1987,Mamane andGottlieb 1995, Garty et al
2001), two-dimensional analysis based onmonitoring data (Yuval and Broday 2006, Eitan et al 2010), and
modeling of potential SO2 concentrations (Doron andKinrot 1989). AlthoughHaifa densely populated area is
relatively quite well-covered bymonitoring stations (about 1monitoring station for every 20 km2), there are
flowpatternswhich the observations are insufficient to capture (e.g. Pielke et al 1983).Most air pollution
assessments are based on surface data (e.g. Kerr andWaugh 2018,McLagan et al 2018) and do not refer to the
elevated layers. Thismay be justified by the focus on population exposure. Aminority of the reported studies
regard elevated air pollutionmodeling in complex terrain (e.g.Matthaios et al 2017b), and some refer to
pollutants concentrations in (indoor and outdoor) urban high-building environment (e.g. Sajani et al 2018).

Here, we focus on somemajor variability between the pollution patterns at the surface and at elevated layers,
over theHaifa complex domain. An air pollution episodewas chosen as a case study to challenge the question
whether it is justified to ignore near-surface elevated pollution. Themesoscaleflowover the domainwas
investigatedwith a focus on the pollutants dispersion at surface and near-surface levels. The prevailing synoptic
system along the eventwas a Red Sea Troughwith easterly flow in the region, which expectedly would result with
lowpollution concentrations over the study domain due to the off-shore flow.However, at that specific day,
high concentrations of SO2were recorded in a fewmonitoring stations. The formationmechanism and the
timing of the peak concentrations could not be explained by the ground observations alone, and atmospheric
numericalmodelingwas employed for exploration of the event. The atmospheric conditions, the pollutant
sources and receptors, andmodel description are given in section 2; localflowpatternswith selected upper-air
analysis are discussed in section 3.

Figure 1.The study domain ofHaifa Bay (35E, 33N)with 16 sites representing geographic sub-domains: 6 sites on the eastern slopes
and foothills ofMt. Carmel (squares), 5mountainous sites (x), and 5 coastal sites (circles) and the SO2 emission sources used in this
study (stars). Sites 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 represent locations ofmonitoring stations.
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2.Data andmethodology

Following are descriptions of the domain characteristics (section 2.1), the numericalmodel (section 2.2), and the
emission sources and receptors whichwere used in this study (sections 2.3, 2.4, respectively).

2.1. Regional characteristics
TheHaifa region in northern Israel is characterized by a complex terrain adjacent to theMediterranean Sea, with
Mt. Carmel ridge rising from the coastline up to an altitude of 450–500 m (ASL). Haifa Bay (35.1E, 32.5N) is
bordered by easterly hills 10 km away from the coastline and the north-easterlyUpperGalilee summits of
600–1200 m, 20 kmaway. The city ofHaifa is spread over the ridge, and a few densely populated towns are
located on the coastal plain of the bay, adjacent to industrial zones (figure 1).

2.2. Numericalmodels
2.2.1. RAMS
The numerical Regional AtmosphericModeling SystemRAMS6.0 (Cotton et al 2003)was employedwith four
nested grids from synoptic tofine-scale resolution (32, 8, 2, 0.5 km). A total of 42 vertical layers were defined,
from50 mAGL. up to 20 km, out of which 11 levels are within the lower 1 kmof the troposphere, hereby
referred by rounded values (105 rounded to 100 m, etc). RAMSwas initiatedwith 2.5°NCEP reanalysis data
(Kalney 1996) and updated every 6 hr. RAMS simulation results were used as an input to theHYPACT
simulation.

2.2.2. HYPACT
TheHYbrid PArticle andConcentration TransportModelHYPACT (Walko et al 2001) version 1.9was
employed in the current study.HYPACT simulationswere employed on the inner grid of RAMS, at a domain
size of 60 km×60 km. Emissions of SO2 from the largest emission sources were simulated from0100UTC to
2200UTC,with steady continuous emissions. No pollutant removal from the plumewas included. The results
were extracted in a 10 min time resolution.

2.3. Emission sources
The SO2 pollutant was chosen as a tracer for this study, due towell established database of emission sources and
ambientmonitoring of this pollutant in the region. Emission datawas obtained from theMinistry of the
Environment, based on their 2006 inventory. Emission rates of the largest SO2 sources in the regionwere used,
and steady continuous emission rates were assumed.No pollutant removal from the plumewas considered,
since SO2 residence time in the troposphere is in the range of a day (Hobbs 2000), while the simulation lasts
hours.

2.4.Observations and simulation receptors
About 20monitoring stations are spread over the region, out of which sevenmajor sites were chosen for this
study. Sixteen receptors were defined for the simulation, representing the different geographic sub-domains: the
eastern foothills ofMt. Carmel (1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 16), the ridge top and slopes (5, 6, 13, 14, 15), and the coastal zone (2,
4, 10, 11, 12 infigure 1). Seven of the receptors represent locations of themonitoring stations (1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 in
figure 1), while the others are located at non-monitored sites. In the following section 3 simulation results at
these receptors are discussed.

3. Results and discussion

The numerical simulation provided spatial information of the flow and dispersion patterns along the event.
Here the prevailing synoptic system along the event is described in section 3.1,mesoscale and local atmospheric
patterns are presented in section 3.2, and selected near-surface profiles of pollutants are discussed in section 3.3.

3.1. Synoptic sea-level pressure system
The dominating synoptic systemwas a low pressure penetration from theRed Sea towards the Eastern
Mediterranean coast, called a Red Sea Trough (RST)with a central axis over Israel (figure 2(a)). Such a system
forces easterly to north-westerly winds over theHaifa domain. The RAMS simulated synoptic flow shows similar
pressure gradient, however, withmore of an eastern RST (figure 2(b)), inwhich case the pressure gradient forces
more northerly to north-westerly winds in the domain (‘central’ or ‘eastern axis’ refer to the axis position relative
to Israel) . The RST incidence over Israel is about 9% (based onAlpert et al 2004), mostly occurs in spring or fall.
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3.2.Mesoscale and local atmospheric features
The atmospheric flowon 6May 2007 started as easterly synoptic flow fromground to about 2.5 kmAGL and
higher. Eeasterly flow in this region is continental and causes a transport of the largest plumes towards the sea.
Themodel showed a development of deep east-west vertical circulation along the day, which resultedwith the
near surface wind turning intowesterly. Flowpatterns such as horizontal and vertical local-scale circulations
were identified, apparently affecting the pollution dynamics at surface and at near-surface elevated layers. A brief
discussion on the simulated surfaceflow is presented in the next section 3.2.1, and selected simulatedmulti-
inversion thermal profiles are discussed next (section 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Surface flow pattern
Under the easterly synopticflow, the simulatedmorning surfaceflowoverHaifa Bay shows off-shore horizontal
circulation cells of 10–20 kmdiameter withinMt. Carmel wake zone, as demonstrated infigure 3. The local wind
direction associatedwith the evolution of the off-shore cells is generally easterly over the ridge and south-easterly
below the northern slopes ofMt. Carmel. These circulation cellsmust have served as pollutant trap, as
corroborated by peak SO2 concentrations of 400 and 700 μgm

−3 in near-surface elevated layers above sites 10
and 2 respectively (figure 5). These circulation cells disappear when the coastalflow veer into northerly flow
(figure 3, 1000UTC).

Surface concentrations were extracted from the simulation results for eight receptors over the domain, and
comparedwith observations from six sites (1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 as infigure 1). Receptors 4 and 16were set for this study
at non-monitored sites, while all the others representmonitoring stations in the domain.Maximumhalf-hourly
values of 300–400 μgm−3 SO2were recorded along the study day, an order ofmagnitude higher than the
background level. Themaximumobserved values were comparedwith the simulatedmaxima and they showed a
fairly similar pattern (figure 4). Then, for each sub-period of the day (based on the peaks pattern)we verified
which receptor presented themost significant concentrations, as an indicator of the pollution plume.We
compared and concluded the deviation of the simulated fromobserved ground level indicators.We found that
the simulation receptors 4 and 16 had a significant impact, suggesting these locations are unique in terms of
spatial distribution of pollutants in the domain. At theCarmel foothills we found sideways deviation (Site 8
versus 16 or 9), vertical deviation (site 5 versus 7) and even significant downwind deviation (namely site 9 versus
4). These results are summed in table S1 and available online at stacks.iop.org/ERC/1/085003/mmedia. The
deviations between the indicatorsmay hint at the uncertainty of the simulation, or the uncertainty of the plume
location.

3.2.2. Near-surface stable layers
TheHaifa region is subjected tomulti-inversion thermal profiles, due to topographic effects,mesoscalemarine
or subsidence inversions, and radiation inversions. Each inversion layermay have a different inner-structure
and life-time, some break into sub layers, as presented byHaikin et al (2015). In general, the simulated thermal
profiles in this case study aremulti-inversion and show surface and near-surface inversion layers throughout the
day.Duringmost of that day, the temperature at 0.6 kmASL remains higher than at surface, associatedwith
strong inversion beneath. The deepest and strongest inversions were found over the bay and the coastal sites,
some as strong as 10 to 12 K (100 m)−1 (figure 5). It is assumed that the relationship between the type of the

Figure 2. (a)Reanalysis daily averagemap of sea level pressure for 6May 2007: Central RST over Israel (image provided by theNOAA/
ESRL Physical SciencesDivision, Boulder Colorado, from theirWeb site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/, Kalnay et al 1996). (b)
Sea Level Pressurewith easternRST as simulated by RAMS (12UTC). The study area is denoted by a star and the RST contours over
the study area are surrounded by an ellipse.
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Figure 3. Simulatedmorning surface flowoverHaifa region, where the arrowheads represent theflowdirection.Wake circulation cell
of 10–20 km is seen offshore at 0700 and 0800UTC, and is totally destructed by 1000UTC. From0700 to 0800 the flow at the bay
changes by 90°, by 1000UTCall of the coastalflow is northerly. Approximate locations of sites 2, 10, 11 aremarked on the last frame.

Figure 4.Comparison between simulated and observedmaximumhalf-hourly concentrations of SO2, at six ground stations (1, 3, 5, 7,
8, 9) (circles) and eight simulation receptors (1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16) (triangles).
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inversion and the pollution dispersion or accumulation beneath orwithin the layer, is of relevance for pollution
dispersion. See elaboration in the supplementarymaterial. Next (section 3.3), two cases are analyzed.

3.3. Pollutants near-surface concentration profiles
In the following sections vertical concentration profiles are addressed, with a focus on spatial variation. Inmany
profiles we found zero (observed and simulated) concentration at ground level while high concentration values
were found at 100–400 mAGL. Thisfinding significantly differ fromother studies which showed constant or
decreasing values with elevation in the PBL (e.g. Li et al 2018, Sajani et al 2018). The nature of the emission
sourcesmay partially provide an explanation for the differences, where in this studywe simulated high sources
(stacks)while some of the other studies look at ground level sources. The scope of this paper does not allow
presenting a thorough analysis of all sites, hence examples are presented and discussed in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2.

3.3.1. Case A:morning thermal profiles over the coast
The three coastal sites 2, 10, 11 (figures 1, 3) are about 2 km apart.While sites 10 and 11 are close to sea level, site
2 is onMt. Carmel at about 200 mASL.Morning thermal profiles over these sites showed significant inversion
layers, based at ground level or at 50–100 mAGL (figures 5(b), (d), (f)). The ground level temperature at the
coastal site 10 is in the range of 15 °C–30 °C (figure 5(d)), while at the elevated site 2 it is 20 °C–29 °C
(figure 5(b)), and at site 11 only 17 °C–18 °C (figure 5(f)). The inversion layers over the three sites are as deep as

Figure 5. Simulatedmorning inversion layers and pollution concentrations over site 2, at 200 mASL (a), (b), and over sites 10 and 11,
both at coastal level ((c)–(f), respectively). Time inUTC, Z in [m]AGL. For clarification the ground level of site 2 is next to the 200 m
elevation of site 10 profile. All peak concentrations are at 100–160 m,with zero concentration at ground level over sites 2 and 11, and
in one of the three profiles over site 10.
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300–400 m, and all peak concentrations arewithin the inversion levels, besides the peak at 0900UTC
(figure 5(a)) having itsmaximumat the top of the ground-based inversion. The concentration profiles over sites
2 and 11 show zero at the surface. The patterns infigure 5 suggest some terrain-following features of the thermal
layers. Focusing on the 0900UTCprofiles onemay see, that the highest peak is found at 100 m above site 2
(figure 5(a)), amuch smaller peak at 150 mabove site 10 (figure 5(c)), and no peak over site 11 (figure 5(e)). A
close examination of the simulated flows at 100 mAGL showed a local circulation over site 2with a northerly
component from the zone of the emission sources, and a northerly flowover the coastal sites 10 and 11 (flow
from the sea). However, over site 11 there is also a (north-easterly) component of aflow from the ridge top,
whichmay explain the source origin for the small peak infigure 5(e). Also, as suggested in section 3.2.1 above,
circulation cells over the edge of the ridge and into the sea,might have lead to the high concentrations over sites 2
and 10. After 0900 the emitted elevated plumes changed directionwith the near-surface north-westerly flow. At
the same time, the surface and near-surface levels above site 2 cleared outwhen the pollutants were transported
towards site 16. There, high concentrations were built at the surface (see table 1) and even higher concentrations
occurred at near-surface levels (not shown).

3.3.2. Case B—evening profiles over the bay
Sites 1 and 4 (as infigure 1) are located at about sea level,∼2.5 km apart each other.While site 1 is in an industrial
area, site 4 is at thewaterfront. Evening profiles over these two sites showno pollution at ground-level, yet they
present a significant concentration at near surface elevated levels, with an order ofmagnitude difference between
the sites (figure 6). Temperature profiles over both sites present a total of 400 m inversion depth, based on top of
a very strong ground inversion. Since the inversion layers over both sites have similar dimensions, evidently, the
temperature behavior (andwind, not shown) alone cannot explain the order-of-magnitude difference between
the two sites. A further investigation revealed a TKE fit with the concentration pattern: the TKE over site 1 isfive
to ten times stronger than over site 4, whichmay explain the 10-fold lower concentrations over site 1, with
respect to site 4. The TKE values over site 1 arewithin the scale ofmidday values, andmay be themajor reason
for the strong suppression of the pollutant concentrations there. TKE pattern suggests a shallower ABLover site
4 compared to site 1 (figures 7(d) versus (b)), an additional parameter which also supports the formation of
higher concentrations. Note, that in this case TKE is negligible at ground level while it is significant at elevated
levels.

4. Conclusions

Dangermay come from the least expected direction, as for instance from the ‘dead zone’ in a car’smirror.
Therefore, when it comes to strong pollution, it ismost important to reduce the uncertainty asmuch as possible,
and gain the best information on themechanism and pattern. Analysis of adjacent vertical profiles of pollution
showed numerous occurrences where no pollutantwas observed ormodeled at ground level, while high
concentrations were found at a nearby site and/or at near-surface elevated levels, such outstanding cases were
discussed above. Thisfinding highlights the importance of gaining knowledge of near-surface elevated
pollution, which is often not addressed in surface pollution studies.

High variability of pollution concentrations was found between adjacent sites, both at ground and at elevated
layers, emphasizing the strong uncertainty of the pollutants dispersion in the study domain, with itsmost
complex features.We presented local circulation cells over non-monitored sites, whichwere associatedwith
high concentrations (section 3.3). An inverse relation between TKE and concentration peaks was found in
elevated levels over adjacent sites, whereweak TKEwas associatedwith an order-of-magnitude higher

Table 1.Dominating sites in seven sub periods along the case study.
Deviation between simulated and observed sites is denoted as downwind,
horizontal (sideways) and/or vertical (topographically higher or lower site).

Time [UTC] Site (obs.) Site (model) Deviation

0200–0500 5 7 Horizontal and

vertical

0500–0900 9 4 Downwind

0900–1300 8 16 Horizontal

1300–1430 8 8 Identical

1430–1900 8 5, 1 Horizontal

1900–1930 8 9 Horizontal

1930–2200 5 5, 16+8 Horizontal and

vertical
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concentrations at elevated levels over one site, compared to the nearby site. The day-lasting deep inversion
structure along the event in this study, had an impact on the formation of high concentrations, both at ground
and elevated levels.

The simulated thermal profiles revealedmulti-inversion structures, which agree with earlier observations
over the region. An attempt tofind (co)relation between the thermal profiles and the vertical structure of the
pollution concentrations showed that persistent low-level inversions were associatedwith high pollutant
concentrations close to the ground and at near surface elevated levels. However, higher vertical resolution is
required, in order to explore thefiner structures of the inversions, and their associationwith the pollution
dynamics and patterns.

Results of this study highlight the importance of gaining a better understanding of the near-surface elevated
layers as potential and unexpected pollution sources to the ground level. It is suggested that furthermodeling
efforts with advancedmodels should be used to elaborate and further explore near-surface elevated pollution
layers and their impact and interactionwith surface layer. Remote sensing technologymay also add useful spatial
information of pollution dispersion near and over the local topography, and support the simulation effort. As
expected, simulation results in this study illustrate the limits of even highly dense groundmonitoring to indicate

Figure 6.Evening simulated concentration and temperature profiles over site 1 (a), (b) and site 4 (c), (d). Dashed lines denote the top
of the ground and elevated inversion layers. The strongest peak over site 4 is an order ofmagnitude bigger than the one over site 1, and
it appears earlier than the one over site 1 (at 2000UTC versus 2200UTC).

Figure 7.As infigure 6 (a), (c). TKEprofile over sites 1, 4 is presented in (b), (d) respectively.
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occasional air pollution episodes: theymay eithermiss concentration peaks or even totallymiss the existence of
air pollution plumes, when the plumes are slightly shifted from themonitoring station or above.

In summary, the near-surface steep vertical gradient of pollution as indicated here is associatedwith a
combination of deep inversion (ormulti-inversion), vertical circulation due to topography or synoptic flow, and
small scale circulation induced by the complex topography.
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